
Dear Parents, Carers and Year 6 children, 

 

Due to current circumstances learning in Year 6 will be different whilst the children are away from school. As directed in 

the school’s advice we will be setting the children a range of ‘home learning’ tasks with the expectation that they are 

completed and returned on specific days.  

The expectations for the home learning will be divided into three categories: 

 Must: This work will last for up to two hours a day and will include English, Maths and / or some cross curricular 

activities. Although the expectation is that the children will be able to access these activities on their own, they 

may require some initial assistance, just to ensure they are able to access the task(s) and then they should work 

independently – as they would in school.  

 

These tasks should be photographed and emailed back to Mrs Harrison & Mr Quinton 

 

irene.harrison@bristol-schools.uk 

andrew.quinton@bristol-schools.uk 

 

SPELLINGS: 

Spellings will be accessed on the Year 6 pages of the school website. Please continue to learn them and test 

yourself regularly. 

 

I CAN DO MATHS: 

As part of their daily maths activities the children must also do one set / page of ‘I can Do Maths’ activities A, B & 

C tasks per week – the answers will be posted on the Year 6 pages of the school website. 

 

SATS BUSTER BOOKS:  

They must also complete one Maths, Reading and Grammar exercise per week from the appropriate book. 

 

Please get a responsible adult to mark each exercise per week (the answers are at the back of the books) 

 

 Should: These activities which we will direct you towards are independent ‘consolidation’ activities such as 

‘Times Table Rockstars or Computing Tasks from the ‘Purple Mash’ Platform . These activities will strengthen 

core skills and enable children to consolidate their understanding in areas of the curriculum they have already 

had some experience of. 

 

 Could: These activities are intended to let your children explore and develop their interests across a wide range 

of subjects. For example, baking, model, blogging, keeping a diary or photo journal. We will endeavour to 

provide you with lots of examples and potential activities, but please feel free to send us your ideas as well.  

 

 Reading – Please keep up with your reading. Remember to log your reading in your Reading Record. If you run 

out of pages try and keep some sort of tally or record.  Also, remember to read a wide range of genres and texts! 

 

 



As directed, all ‘Must’ work will be collected by the class teacher at the following times: 

 Work set on Monday will be collected on Wednesday from 5pm. Feedback to be shared by the following Friday 

5pm. 

 Work set on Thursday will be collected on Sunday from 5pm. Feedback will be shared by the following Tuesday 

5pm. 

 

For all  ‘Should’ work, we will indicate how the work will be marked and when it will be collected. 

All ‘Could’ work should be completed on a free time frame for the children to select and do as they please. We will keep 

these ideas updated on the website. 

 

Year 6 Topic: Bristol 

As you know we are currently studying ‘Bristol’ in our Topic lessons. Topic lessons are always cross curricular typically 

focusing on Geography, History and Art.  

Currently in Year 6 we had just completed some initial work on the Slave Trade and the City of Bristol’s role during this 

period. Typically we would then go onto to learn about the Bristol Bus Boycott of 1963.  

We will provide you with some activities which will enable the children to access some of this learning.  

 

Your help and ongoing support during this period has been incredible and we will endeavour to provide the children 

with a varied, interesting set of activities and learning challenges for the weeks ahead. 

If you have any questions are queries, please do get in touch. 

 

Mrs. I Harrison,  Mr. A . Quinton 

 


